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Abstract 
Today's machine centres are being increasingly automated but often operate as a collection of isolated 
machines run by a variety of computer systems. Clearly, such heterogeneous computing and control 
environments present a formidable barrier to the problem of interoperability. Already there are vendors 
that provide a partial solution to the problem, since they provide methods of interoperability only between 
machines that they supply. Vendor-specific methodologies are in general proprietary, and do not inter-
operate with any other vendor's equipment. What's needed to facilitate widespread machine-to-machine 
data exchange is a universal methodology to connect to optimizer data, or any data for that matter, with 
plug-and-play simplicity. In order to enable enhanced data availability and also to lay the foundations for 
the evolution of process monitoring and control in the sawmilling industry, this project was undertaken to 
create a common methodology for vendor-neutral data exchange between machine centres, process 
monitoring and control systems, and business systems. 
 
A task forcea, with members drawn from sawmilling and equipment vendor companies, selected the well-
established specifications for data exchange published by the OPC Foundation, a consortium of 
companies committed to universal data exchange in industry. While these specifications specify 
standards-based methods for data exchange, the task force recognized that there was an additional layer 
required to create standard plug-and-play access to sawmill optimizers. This additional standardization 
layer specifies exactly what data is made available per optimizer type. After testing these ideas for 
primary breakdown optimizers and PLCs in a sawmill-based pilot project, the task force unanimously 
adopted the OPC specification and our per-optimizer layer as a practical standard for data exchange in the 
sawmilling industry. 
 
Given this initial success, however, there needs to be a continuing effort to ensure that the evolving 
sawmill standards eventually are applied to all optimizer types, and that sawmill managers and executives 
are aware of their benefits. Continuing effort must ensure that multi-vendor support per optimizer type 
does not result in tag list fragmentation which would undermine the benefits of standards. The 
methodologies adopted during this project will never become standard in the sawmilling industry unless 
the majority of sawmillers demand the standard OPC optimizer interfaces defined by this project. 
 
 

                                                      
a In this document, “task force” is used interchangeably with “working group”. On 21 March 2002, a standards 
committee was struck from task force members, but soon lost its meaning when the task force adopted an email list 
approach to collaboration. The email list was much more inclusive and therefore much larger, and became the 
defacto “working group”. By project end, the working group consisted of 40 members. 
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1 Objectives 
As a key step to support the evolution of process monitoring and control, the objective was to establish 
data exchange standards for machine interoperability. With input from Forintek members and software 
system integrators, develop a common method of data exchange between individual machine centres and 
any central information management system, such that process control systems can be implemented in 
mills with systems from different vendors. 
 
 

2 Introduction  
Today's machine centres are being increasingly automated but often operate as a collection of isolated 
machines run by a variety of computer systems. Clearly, such heterogeneous computing and control 
environments present a formidable barrier to the problem of interoperability. Already there are vendors 
that provide a partial solution to the problem, since they provide methods of interoperability only between 
machines that they supply. Vendor-specific methodologies are in general proprietary, and do not inter-
operate with any other vendor's equipment. What's needed to facilitate widespread machine-to-machine 
data exchange is a universal methodology to connect to optimizer data, or any data for that matter, with 
plug-and-play simplicity. This realization was the motivation for creating this project. 
 
 

3 Background 
Optimizers and PLCs in today’s sawmills generate vast amounts of data that create the potential for 
greatly enhanced process monitoring and control. With respect to automated process control, this 
potential is largely ignored. Process monitoring and control functions naturally require data sharing 
between a wide variety of systems from different vendors. At the manufacturing operations level they 
include optimizers, PLCs, and human interfaces, and these need similar access from the business and 
management logistics level. It is this high degree of interconnectivity that drives the requirement of 
common data access and exchange methodologies for process monitoring and control systems. 
 
This project focussed exclusively on the manufacturing operations level, to make existing data available 
for process monitoring and control. However it also lays the foundation for future integration with 
evolving business and management systems. 
 
 

4 Staff 
Jan Brdicko Research Scientist,  Sawmilling Group 
John Taylor Group Leader,  Sawmilling Group  
Zarin Pirouz Research Scientist,  Sawmilling Group 
Ron Niessen Software Developer/Analyst and author of this report, SawmillingGroup 
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5 Materials and Methods 
Realizing that the nature of this project was collaborative, a website was created to support a number of 
levels of involvement. The website made available the following features: project news and 
announcements, project documents, a discussion forum, and a members list. 
 
A task force, which included sawmilling members, equipment vendors and consultants, was created to 
address the issues of data access methodology. Ten members of the task force volunteered to form the 
standards committee. This committee adopted an email distribution list approach to online collaboration. 
Over time the email list grew and the original committee member designation disappeared, giving 
“standards committee” and “working group” the same meaning. 
 
The standards committee task force met to discuss the issues involved, usually at convenient times such 
as TAC meetings or the Wood Technology Show in Portland OR. 
 
What really drove the project ahead was the idea of a pilot project. Cliff Tuttle, project liaison from Pope 
& Talbot Ltd, hosted a technology trial utilizing the methodology proposed by the standards committee. 
This project involved the upgrade of two primary breakdown optimizers supplied by Porter Engineering 
Ltd. 
 
 

6 Results 
A. OPC chosen as the data access and data sharing technology 
 
The success of the pilot project proved the viability of OPC as a standard for machine-machine data 
exchange for the sawmilling industry. The adoption of OPC technology was the first concrete step of the 
standards effort. Interestingly, the OPC Foundationb itself used the same strategy to develop OPC 
technology in the first place. [Since the OPC Foundation offers a wide range of specifications for various 
purposes, note that the working group formally adopted the popular OPC DAa [1] specification. Towards 
the end of the project, one vendor adopted the OPC XML-DAc specification.] 
 
The acceptance of OPC then raised the question of how OPC technology should be applied to machines in 
sawmills – specifically optimizers. 
 
B. A sawmill-industry-specific standard layer built over OPC technology 
 
The committee recognized that in order to get plug-and-play compatibility across optimizer suppliers, 
optimizer-specific standard lists of data items needed to be defined, and these came to be called standard 
tag lists. For each optimizer type, the first vendor to upgrade the optimizer tgot to define a de-facto 
standard tag list, published within the working group for review. 
                                                      
b The OPC Foundation is the standards body for the family of OPC specifications. 
a The OPC DA specification defines a data exchange standard for use within a local network. 
c The OPC XML-DA specification defines a data exchange standard which works well within a local network and 
also across internet connections. 
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By March 2005, tag lists have been developed for the bucking optimizer and primary breakdown 
optimizer types. See Appendix I and Appendix II for these tag list specifications. 
 
C. System Integrators agree to provide OPC interfaces for machine centre optimizers 
 
With the success of the pilot project, the system integrators agreed to provide an OPC interface with new 
systems and as upgrades for existing systems when ordered by sawmills. Two OPC specifications have 
been offered by system integrators:  (a) OPC DA was used for the pilot project, and is suitable for the 
LAN network environment, and (b) OPC XML-DA which is suitable for both the LAN environment and 
the internet environment. No OPC XML-DA deployments have been made to date. 
 
D. There has been a measurable payback 
 
The availability of pilot project PLC data alone resulted in a calculated annual saving of about $0.85 per 
MBFM. There has been no similar opportunity to take advantage of optimizer data prior to the end of the 
project. 
 
E. Promotion of OPC to encourage orders for OPC optimizer interfaces 
 
Pope & Talbot Ltd, after hosting the pilot project, has ordered an OPC interface upgrade for a bucking 
optimizer from Porter Engineering. However, in spite of interest expressed by other companies, to the 
author’s knowledge no other optimizer upgrade orders have been placed. It is hoped that our promotional 
article in the March 2005 issue of the Logging & Sawmilling Journal will increase awareness and 
adoption of the new standard. 
 
 

7 Conclusions 
 
Interoperability IS Important - There is a general consensus among working group members that data 
exchange standards are important for the sawmilling industry. They lay the foundations for future 
developments in process monitoring and control systems. 
 
What Standards? Two Layers – The technology chosen for basic data transport within the local 
network is the OPC Foundation’s OPC DA specification [1]. A custom layer above OPC DA specifies 
exactly the data each optimizer will exchange with other systems, and how the data is structured.  
 
Trending & Summary Reports: Done - OPC technology can provide a practical standard for data access 
and exchange. OPC DA is suitable for collecting data for real-time trending and Summary Reports, 
satisfying a significant demand. A per-optimizer standard tag list represents a layer of standardization 
required for the sawmilling industry. 
 
Data Collection: A Good Start - The creation of data access and exchange standards for the sawmilling 
industry is not complete. Outstanding issues are: Writing data to optimizers, bulk data transfer, and 
remote access across internet links. 
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Standardization is a Long Term Effort - There needs to be a continuing effort to ensure that the evolving 
sawmill standards eventually are applied to all optimizer types, and that sawmill managers and executives 
are aware of their benefits. Continuing effort must ensure that multi-vendor support per optimizer type 
does not result in tag list fragmentation which would undermine the benefits of standards. 
 
 

8 Recommendations 
 
Across-Vendor Tag List Harmonization - To date, one new tag list has been created for the Porter 
Engineering primary breakdown optimizer, creating a de-facto standard tag list for that optimizer. When 
each subsequent vendor, for the primary breakdown optimizer type, upgrades their optimizer to support 
OPC tags, the working group must rationalize any differences between the two lists, if any. One option is 
to publish all “vendor-specific” tags outside the standard tag list in a new category. 
 
Across-Optimizer Tag List Collection - Standard tag lists have not been created for all optimizers yet. It 
is important for the working group to continue to coordinate the evolution of the standard tag lists of all 
optimizer types: bucking, primary breakdown, edger, trimmer, and planer optimizers. 
 
Writeable Tags - The working group has so far only addressed the ability to read data from optimizers, 
leaving the standardization of writing data to optimizers for a later date. Issues that need to be addressed 
for writing data include data validation, optimizer load management, shift definition, optimizer update 
permissions, and standard tag lists. 
 
More Than Summary Data - The level of standardization reached by the working group, ie. OPC DA 
technology plus tag lists, provides the ability to collect data required for Summary Reports. In spite of the 
fact that Summary Reports satisfies about 90% of most mill’s requirements, our methodology does not 
yet satisfy all of the data exchange requirements for optimizers, including for example bulk data 
exchange, complex data exchange, and data transfer across the internet. Bulk data and complex data 
exchange require either an extension of our usage of OPC DA or usage of another OPC specification 
(possibly OPC XML-DA). Data access/exchange across the internet is possible with the OPC XML-DA 
standard. 
 
Tag List Availability - Eventually there will need to be mechanisms whereby the specifications defined 
for the sawmilling industry can evolve, be published and be distributed. 
 
Standards Group – Having not yet achieved widespread adoption by the sawmilling community, it is 
recommended that an industry body/group be established to promote data access and data sharing 
standards. It should execute the other recommendations of this report. 
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Appendix I 
 

Tag List for Primary Breakdown Optimizers 
 
 
 
 
This appendix is the text of the first posting of a standards-based OPC tag list. It was posted to the 
members of the project task force on June 5, 2003, for review and feedback. 
 
No changes were proposed by the task force. 
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P&T Midway ordered a software update from Porter Engineering for their Mark2 and Mark3 canter 
scanning computer programs to provide an OPC interface. The update was to provide all the information 
available on the current summary report via the OPC interface, both for the current shift, as well as the 
previous shift. Porter Engineering has completed a preliminary version of these software changes, and is 
currently testing them. No installation date has yet been established. Porter also implemented log by log 
data to facilitate the design of our server, and determine how feasible it was to implement. However, we 
do not envision the client software making use of this data at this point in the trial. This note describes our 
general approach. 
 
A significant part of the work on the project involved in generating the required data available for the 
server. On our systems log by log data is stored in a database. Not all the accumulated total data required 
for the server was initially available, until we made program modifications.  
 
Once we had the numbers available we needed to look into the actual OPC server. One of our initial 
decisions was should the OPC server be implemented using a C language toolkit or ActiveX control? 
 
C language toolkits are provided by fewer vendors and cost significantly more, but provide finer grained 
control over how the underlying protocol is accessed. The toolkits are geared towards PLC and HMI 
vendors who are developing OPC servers as a part of their products core functionality. They cannot be 
used easily by developers in other programming languages. 
 
ActiveX controls are provided by a greater number of vendors and are inexpensive, but do not (in general) 
provide as fined grained control over the underlying protocol. The controls are geared towards software 
vendors who are developing OPC servers that are not a part of their products core functionality. They can 
be used easily by developers in Visual Basic and C#, and moderately easy by developers in C++. 
 
Porter elected to use an ActiveX control because we felt that the trial would be most successful if we 
could develop a robust implementation without getting bogged down with the intricacies of the OPC 
protocol. Porter tested OPC Server controls from Metadynamics and Northern Dynamics. Both had been 
recommended to us by other companies. After testing each one, we found that the Metadynamics 
InstantOPC control to be the most reliable and easy to program. It was able to interoperate flawlessly with 
both its own OPC client and with one provided by Matrikon. It costs less that US$200 per seat to 
purchase with an unlimited runtime license. We found that the Matrikon OPC Explorer was the best OPC 
client to use for testing. It is available as a part of a trial download. We considered if the control provide 
enough flexibility for the vendor to implement its part of a mill-wide host system. Porter was able to 
program our implementation using Metadynamics InstantOPC Server control instead of their more 
complicated OPCServerX control.  
 
We were not able to control setting an identical time stamp for each OPC tag (the time stamp varied by a 
few milliseconds). We implemented the scheme using the DataValid items (below) which are guaranteed 
not to be updated until the corresponding group has been completely updated. This seemed to us like a 
simple way of "synching up the data". 
 
Although Porter is not implementing the client (and hasn't written a client before!), we gave some thought 
to how the client will know when the new data is available. Whenever new log or shift summary data is 
received, the server does the following: 
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• Updates an internal data structure for each Item in a Group, ensuring that the data units match those 
expected by the client. 

• Converts each data structure element into a OLE Automation compatible data type (Visual Basic 
Variant). 

• Notifies the server control that there is new data available to be read for a specific Item, 
automatically updating its time stamp. Our implementation updates the time stamp for each item, 
regardless of whether the underlying value has changed, whenever the group is updated. 

• We envision the client doing the following: 
• Poll items in the DataValid group to determine when a change to a group has been completed. 
• Read each item in the corresponding group. 
OR 
• Poll the desired group directly. 
 
It should be noted that the general purpose OPC Explorer client uses polling. It is up to the client to 
determine the polling rate. Typically in a log scanning application new data could be expected as fast as 
every two seconds, so the polling rate would have to be at least once per second. 
 
We grouped tags into several major categories. The DataValid group items let a client know when one of 
the other groups has been completely updated. The actual true/false value of a DataValid item does not 
matter and does not need to be reset by the client, since the server simply updates the item's time stamp. 
The Test group provides the client with constantly updated time data as well as read/write data for all 
OPC data types. We found it useful in our testing so included it in our implementation as it will probably 
be useful to others. The Shift and PrevShift groups contain summary information for both the currently 
and most recently completed shift. The Solution group, contains summary information on the most 
recently scanned log.  
 
While we have tried to make the tag names as self explanatory as possible, some additional 
documentation may be needed to clarify some of the items.  
The tag list is shown below. 
 
Server: 
    Expressed using Pascal casing (capitalize the first letter of each word) 
    Use dot notation of form DomainName.ServerName 
 
Group Name: 
    Expressed using Pascal casing (capitalize the first letter of each word) 
    Use dot notation to show group's position in hierarchy. 
 
Item Name: 
    Expressed using Camel casing (capitalize the first letter of each word 
    except the first one). 
 
Data Type: 
    VT_BOOL: Boolean value 
    VT_UI1: Unsigned 1-byte integer value 
    VT_UI2: Unsigned 2-byte integer value 
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    VT_UI4: Unsigned 4-byte integer value 
    VT_DATE: OLE Data/Time 
    VT_BSTR: OLE string 
    VT_CY: OLE currency 
    VT_I1: Signed 1-byte integer 
    VT_I2: Signed 2-byte integer 
    VT_I4: Signed 4-byte integer 
    VT_R4: 4-byte floating point value 
    VT_R8: 8-byte floating point value 
    VT_ARRAY: array (used in conjunction with other data types) 
 
Units: 
    Self-explanatory 
 
Access: 
    Read Only 
    Read/Write 
    Write Only 
     
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Server: 
    Portereng.PtdCanter (must just be unique for OPC servers on the server computer) 
Group: 
    DataValid 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    test VT_BOOL  Read/Write 
    shift VT_BOOL  Read/Write 
    prevShift VT_BOOL  Read/Write 
    solution VT_BOOL  Read/Write 
Group: 
    Test.Time 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    hours VT_I4 hours (0-23) Read Only 
    minutes VT_I4 minutes (0-59) Read Only 
    seconds VT_I4 seconds (0-59) Read Only 
Group: 
    Test.Writable 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    boolValue VT_BOOL - Read/Write 
    i1Value VT_I1 - Read/Write 
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    i2Value VT_I2 - Read/Write 
    i4Value VT_I4 - Read/Write 
    r4Value VT_R4 - Read/Write 
    r8Value VT_R8 - Read/Write 
    dateValue VT_DATE - Read/Write 
    strValue VT_BSTR - Read/Write 
    ui1Value VT_UI1 - Read/Write 
    ui2Value VT_UI2 - Read/Write 
    ui4Value VT_UI4 - Read/Write 
    cyValue VT_CY - Read/Write 
Group: 
    Shift.Summary 
    PrevShift.Summary 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    totalLogVolume VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    totalLogLength VT_R4 feet Read Only 
    totalLogs VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalLogSmallDiameter VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalLogLargeDiameter VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalLogGap VT_R4 feet Read Only 
    totalLogXAxisCenter VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalLogXAxisSkew VT_R4 inches per foot Read Only 
    totalLogXAxisTaper VT_R4 inches per foot Read Only 
    totalLogSweep VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalCantOffset VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalPredictedAngle VT_I4 degrees Read Only 
    totalActualAngle VT_I4 degrees Read Only 
    totalBoardValue VT_R4 dollars Read Only 
    totalBoardVolume VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    totalBoardFootage VT_R4 board feet Read Only 
    totalSawdustVolume VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    totalChipsVolume VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    totalSawdustValue VT_R4 dollars Read Only 
    totalChipsValue VT_R4 dollars Read Only 
    totalLogValue   VT_R4 dollars Read Only 
    totalBoardCount       VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalCenterCantBds VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalCenterCantEdgerBds VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalSideCantBds VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalSideCantEdgerBds VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalSideBdFlitches      VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalSideBds             VT_I4        -                Read Only 
    totalSideBdsThatNeedAnEdgerSplit 
                             VT_I4  -                Read Only 
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Group: 
    Solution.Log 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    logNumber                VT_I4 - Read Only 
    smallDiameter            VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    largeDiameter            VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    length                   VT_R4  feet     Read Only 
    xAxisCenter              VT_R4 inches   Read Only 
    xAxisSkew                VT_R4 inches per foot Read Only 
    xAxisTaper               VT_R4 inches per foot Read Only 
    yAxisTilt                VT_R4 inches per foot Read Only 
    yAxisTaper            VT_R4 inches per foot Read Only 
    sweep                    VT_R4  inches    Read Only 
    volume                   VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    altVolume                VT_R4 mill specific Read Only 
    gap                      VT_R4  feet    Read Only 
    isButtFirst              VT_BOOL  -       Read Only 
    isManualMode             VT_BOOL  -     Read Only 
    scannedCantWidth         VT_R4   inches   Read Only 
    bandmillStatus           VT_I4  Read Only 
    chipHeadStatus           VT_I4  Read Only 
Group: 
    Solution.Process 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    programName              VT_BSTR  -     Read Only 
    modeName                 VT_BSTR  -   Read Only 
    sawdustVolume            VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    chipVolume               VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    sawdustValue             VT_R4  dollars  Read Only 
    chipValue                VT_R4   dollars   Read Only 
    logValue                 VT_R4   dollars   Read Only 
    cantWidth                VT_R4 inches   Read Only 
    shift                    VT_R4 inches   Read Only 
    lift                     VT_R4  inches   Read Only 
    skew                     VT_R4  inches per foot Read Only 
    tilt                     VT_R4 inches per foot Read Only 
    predictedAngle           VT_I2 degrees Read Only 
    actualAngle              VT_I2 degrees Read Only 
    startTime                VT_DATE - Read Only 
    numBoards                VT_I2 -   Read Only 
    boardFootage             VT_R4  board feet Read Only 
    boardVolume              VT_R4  cubic meters Read Only 
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    boardValue               VT_R4 dollars Read Only 
    infeedSpeed              VT_I2 feet per minute Read Only 
    optKickout               VT_BOOL - Read Only 
    isPastCurveLimit         VT_BOOL - Read Only 
    numCantsThatFit          VT_I2 - Read Only 
Group: 
    Solution.Board.0 
    ... 
    Solution.Board.47 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    sizeName                 VT_BSTR - Read Only 
    lengthName               VT_BSTR - Read Only 
    boardFootage             VT_R4  board feet Read Only 
    boardVolume              VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    boardValue               VT_R4 dollars Read Only 
    isCantBoard              VT_BOOL - Read Only 
    isSideBoard              VT_BOOL - Read Only 
    isEdgerBoard             VT_BOOL - Read Only 
    isRemanBoard             VT_BOOL - Read Only 
 
We welcome any comments on what we have done. 
 
Regards, 
 
Gunther Eckert 
Manager Software Development 
Porter Engineering Ltd. 
(Phone) 604-273-1868 
(Fax) 604-273-6635 
(Email) geckert@portereng.com 
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Appendix II 
 

Tag List for Bucking Optimizers 
 
 
 
 
This appendix is a standards-based OPC tag list for a bucking optimizer, prepared by Porter Engineering, 
and submitted to Forintek on 17 March 2005. 
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Server: 
    Expressed using Pascal casing (capitalize the first letter of each word) 
    Use dot notation of form DomainName.ServerName 
Group Name: 
    Expressed using Pascal casing (capitalize the first letter of each word) 
    Use dot notation to show group's position in hierarchy. 
Item Name: 
    Expressed using Camel casing (capitalize the first letter of each word 
    except the first one). 
Data Type: 
    VT_BOOL: Boolean value 
    VT_UI1: Unsigned 1-byte integer value 
    VT_UI2: Unsigned 2-byte integer value 
    VT_UI4: Unsigned 4-byte integer value 
    VT_DATE: OLE Data/Time 
    VT_BSTR: OLE string 
    VT_CY: OLE currency 
    VT_I1: Signed 1-byte integer 
    VT_I2: Signed 2-byte integer 
    VT_I4: Signed 4-byte integer 
    VT_R4: 4-byte floating point value 
    VT_R8: 8-byte floating point value 
    VT_ARRAY: array (used in conjunction with other data types) 
Units: 
    Self-explanatory 
Access: 
    Read Only 
    Read/Write 
    Write Only 
     
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
  
Server: 
    Portereng.PtmBucking 
  
  
Group: 
    DataValid 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    test VT_DATE  Read/Write 
    shift VT_DATE  Read/Write 
    prevShift VT_DATE  Read/Write 
  
Group: 
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    Test.Time 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    hours    VT_I4 hours (0-23) Read Only 
    minutes   VT_I4 minutes (0-59) Read Only 
    seconds   VT_I4 seconds (0-59) Read Only 
  
  
Group: 
    Test.Writable 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    boolValue VT_BOOL - Read/Write 
    i1Value VT_I1 - Read/Write 
    i2Value VT_I2 - Read/Write 
    i4Value VT_I4 - Read/Write 
    r4Value VT_R4 - Read/Write 
    r8Value VT_R8 - Read/Write 
    dateValue VT_DATE - Read/Write 
    strValue VT_BSTR - Read/Write 
    ui1Value VT_UI1 - Read/Write 
    ui2Value VT_UI2 - Read/Write 
    ui4Value VT_UI4 - Read/Write 
    cyValue VT_CY - Read/Write 
  
  
Group: 
    Shift.NorthStemSummary 
    Shift.SouthStemSummary 
    Shift.StemSummary 
    PrevShift.NorthStemSummary 
    PrevShift.SouthStemSummary 
    PrevShift.StemSummary 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    totalStems VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalLineal VT_R4 feet Read Only 
    smaliansVolume VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    totalTopDiameter VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalButtDiameter VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalTaper VT_R4 inches per ft Read Only 
    totalSweep VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    smaliansTrimVolume VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
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    totalNetValue VT_R4 dollars Read Only 
    lateSolns           VT_I4 - Read Only 
    earlyKickouts VT_I4 - Read Only 
  
Group: 
    Shift.NorthCnsLogSummary 
    Shift.NorthQuadLogSummary 
    Shift.NorthHeadrigLogSummary 
    Shift.NorthLogSummary 
    Shift.SouthCnsLogSummary 
    Shift.SouthQuadLogSummary 
    Shift.SouthHeadrigLogSummary 
    Shift.SouthLogSummary 
    Shift.CnsLogSummary 
    Shift.QuadLogSummary 
    Shift.HeadrigLogSummary 
    Shift.LogSummary 
    PrevShift.NorthCnsLogSummary 
    PrevShift.NorthQuadLogSummary 
    PrevShift.NorthHeadrigLogSummary 
    PrevShift.NorthLogSummary 
    PrevShift.SouthCnsLogSummary 
    PrevShift.SouthQuadLogSummary 
    PrevShift.SouthHeadrigLogSummary 
    PrevShift.SouthLogSummary 
    PrevShift.CnsLogSummary 
    PrevShift.QuadLogSummary 
    PrevShift.HeadrigLogSummary 
    PrevShift.LogSummary 
Items: 
    Tag Name Data Type Units Access 
    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    totalLogs VT_I4 - Read Only 
    totalLineal VT_R4 feet Read Only 
    smaliansVolume VT_R4 cubic meters Read Only 
    totalTopDiameter VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalButtDiameter VT_R4 inches Read Only 
    totalTaper    VT_R4 inches per ft Read Only 
    totalSweep      VT_R4  inches  Read Only 
    totalNetValue      VT_R4 dollars Read Only 
    totalBoardFbm      VT_R4 board feet Read Only 
    totalBoardVolume VT_I4 cubic meters Read Only 
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